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Mission

ReGreen is born to improve the relation between the humanity and the nature. We want to
help cities, municipalities and countryside from the Plastic, Aluminum and Batteries waste,
because the earth is one and we can permit to destroy it.
We value actions in favor of environment and the proper waste management. Residents will
see the rewards of gathering and depositing what they currently see as waste but what will
start to be perceived as a gainful resource saving.
With ReGreen system, we can reduce the everyday waste.

Vision

We think the cities and plus in general the municipalities has already in place a sort of network done and used for other reasons than waste management. We suggest to use the
Community Centre network to implement one of the biggest campaign of sensibilization and
waste recycling in the history. Pushing up the recycling percentage to a very important numbers as in the most advanced economies e.g. Northern European Countries.

Smart Network

T he

recyclables materials are conferred through
the innovative and cutting-edge collection points all
connected in a Smart Network installed within the
municipalities.

E .g. in a city as Singapore we are suggesting the

installation of 120 cabinet one each per Community
Centre, Parking Lot, malls and public places. With a
proper promotion and sensibilisation the percentage
of recycled materials will have for sure benefit.

A ReGreen Point has the ability to operate with the

minimum need of human presence, we consider a
team of 20 pax as new job positions, the stations are
almost completely automated but weekly need to be
emptied.
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Team Management
VALERIO CONTE

OMAR BASSALTI

REGREEN ITALIA SRL FOUNDER

CEO REGREEN PTE. LTD.

Graduated from the Polytechnic University of Bari in Civil
Engineering, Valerio worked as
a Construction Manager and
Project Manager for several
years carrying out medium and large-scale projects,
such as the realization of shopping centers and restructuring of commercial real estate; In 2016 together with before making the Regreen project, of
which he is the Creator and Founder.

Omar a Chartered Professional
Italian Mechanical Engineer of
Politecnico di Milano with 12+
years working experience for
companies project oriented,
mainly Oil & Gas and Infrastructure. In December
of 2015 starts the passion for FinTech and cryptocurrencies market and with a group of partners in
2017 formalises Gentium Capital a partnership firm
within the FinTech and cryptocurrency ecosystem.
Detailed, meticulous on numbers, costs, cash flow
and profit.

DAVIDE CARLISI

LUDOVICA GIRARDO

DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Electronic Technician, Web and
Graphic Designer, with transversal experiences as Packaging
Designer, for 14 years he played
the role of Informatics Trainer at
a training institution; Since 2006 he has been working as a Web consultant for two Hotels in Sicily. In
2015 he decided to devote himself exclusively to the
web and digital marketing, collaborating with commercial activities, for the realization of expansion
plans on the web, as import / export and creative
consultant.

Ludovica came from New Zealand to Singapore in 2011. She
is involved in the F&B business
and she is currently the Senior Sales Executive at Euraco
Finefood Singapore. Landed in Singapore in May
2011 Ludovica had an internship in business entity.
She is involved currently in the F&B business and she
has the position of Treasurer Assistant in the Italian
Association of Singapore. She is an important asset
for the Italian Woman community in Singapore.
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How it works

The ReGreen System is not a
simple trash compactor for the
recycling of plastic and aluminum,
but a set of processes to resolve
all the steps between the collection, the recycling and the sales
of the recycled materials.

We studied all the production chain:

Trash Compactor

Material Selection

Material transport

Managment Software (CRM)

Industrial Automation

Citizen Incentive
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All these passages form the ReGreen
system for the recycling of plastics
(PET and HDPE) and aluminum cans,
to meet the needs of the waste disposal companies.

“

For this reason, the ReGreen System is a proprietary trademark, because it is the result of studies, market analysis, and
knowledge of wastes problems. Whereby the implementation
and the use of this system requires a royalty fee.”

Exclusive Features

The ReGreen System improve the recycling of plastics (PET and HDPE) and aluminum, with:
A SENSOR SYSTEM

created by us, that allows to identify the
recyclable material, increasing its quality
A CARD OR THE SMARTPHONE APP

that allows to give to the citizen an economic
advantage
AN ADVANTAGE FOR CITICENS

The opportunity to spend the credit received
by the citizen makes the ReGreen system
successful and we will explain in this
presentation the reason why.
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Objective
T he

main objective of ReGreen is
strengthen the recycling current
system, giving a solution for the city
administrations and for the waste
recycling companies.
I n fact we increase the recycling by
strengthening the system already
in use in the cities, rewarding the
citizen who recycles the materials.
F urthermore, we offer to the waste
recycling companies a system able
to improve the selection of the
materials, to reduce the volumes,
with a sensible decrease of the
transport costs.

A Global Problem
O f all the plastics produced in
the last 65 years (8.3 billion tons),
about 12% have been incinerated
and only 9% have been recycled.
The remaining 79% have gone into
landfills, rivers and oceans. The
World Economic Forum predicts
that by 2050 the oceans will hold
more plastic waste than fish if the
waste continues to be dumped into
bodies of water.
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Selection and Transport
The success of the recycling goes through the solution of two key steps:

THE SELECTION OF THE MATERIAL

THE TRANSPORT

T he

selection allows to separate the materials with high market value from the ones with low
value, that, if presents in the final
product, can significantly lower
the selling price.

T he ReGreen System sensors are

able to immediately recognize
the material type, not accepting
the wrong materials and suggesting to the citizen how to correct
and complete the recycling.

A ll the information and the com-

munications about the correct
recycling methods (like video tutorial and graphics info) are prepared by ReGreen and delivered
to the manager of the ReGreen
Point.

T he careful selection of the materials, together with the immediate reduction of the materials volume, allows lower transport costs.

T he ReGreen Point dimensions are studied to allow the storage of at least

1 ton of plastic (already selected and compacted), ready to be withdrawn
and sold.
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Citizens Incentive
THE CHOICE TO PERFORM THE RECYCLING STARTS FROM ASSUMPTION
THAT, IMPROVING THE WASTE SELECTION, THE CITY CAN CUT THE DISPOSAL
COSTS AND LOWER THE TAX BURDEN ON THE CITIZENS.

I t’s very likely that the transport
costs tend to increase because of
the door-to-door garbage collection.

W e from ReGreen know that the

waste selection is not enough to
obtain a product with the maximum market value. In fact, some
waste disposal companies have
created specific waste selection
companies, with increased costs.
The right method to obtain accurate selection is to stimulate the citizen,
because he is the one that turn the waste in a recycling product.

T he maximum market value is obtained if the citizen separates the plas-

tic bottles from the aluminum cans (in case of detergent bottles, he also
need to wash them) and then deliver them to a recycling waste collector,
for example the ReGreen Point.

F or this reason, the incentive of the ReGreen system is based on an

immediate availability of the credit received by recycling the wastes.
This credit can be used as discount in a shops circuit, composed by
different categories of shops. Every citizen, after the registration on
the ReGreen website, can download the smartphone app or request a
Card that allows the system to identify the user.

App & Data Management
As expected the ReGreen Smart Network will generate an important amount of data, the source
of this data will be coming from the real time
status from every single points receiving aluminium, plastic and batteries.
The ReGreen App already available for iOS andAndroid will connect the back end server and
the single mobile, every user will have a real time
status as well as the head quarter of ReGreen
there will be full situation of points in terms of
filling and programmed withdraw of materials.
The data will permit a clear analysis on the city
which are the top performance zones and which
has to improve, as well as there will be a nit idea
on the year overall amount recyclable.
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ReGreen Point Management

THE BUYER OF THE REGREEN SYSTEM IS ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF THE REGREEN POINT.

Though the system
has been designed
and realized to reduce
the need of a human
work, increasing the
automation to maximum, the ReGreen
Point need some supervision for about 2
hours per day.
The prototype, presented during the “ECOMONDO” fair in Rimini,
which was a great success among the sector’s employees.

Checklist for ReGreen Point Manager:
1. ReGreen Point Opening:

2. Marketing and Communication:

R espect the company guidelines

T he continued communication to

about image, communication and
information towards the citizens.
This is very important to reach
the full automation of the system
faster.

the citizens allows to reduce the
maintenance of the compactor
and to increase the quantity and
quality of the recycled product.
(E.g. organizing events in school,
recycling days, etc.)

3. Daily Activities:

- Check the sensors
- Check the cleaning and the aspect of
the ReGreen Point
- Check the storage of the recycled
product
- Optional: check the adjacent spaces
in case of playgrounds or fitness areas
- Optional: check the status of electric
car or bike recharge posts
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Business Circuit

THE CREATION AND THE MANAGEMENT OF THE BUSINESS CIRCUIT IS
DEVELOPED BY REGREEN OR DELEGATED COMPANIES AND IT INCLUDES:
-

Pool market to identify the correct affiliation pricing
Searching for the correct number of shops categories
Discount percentage for every category
Advertising for the circuit shops on the LED panel
Specific marketing through App and SMS

The database containing all
the data about the users is
property of ReGreen.
Cities administration, circuit
shops or other companies can
purchase the use of the services based on these data.

Regreen Point ledwall side for advertising

Regreen Point managment suggestion
1. Revenue division in case the Buyer of Regreen Point is ALSO the Manager

20%

20%

60%

Royalties
ReGreen

Transport
Fees

Profit for the
ReGreen Point
Buyer

2. Revenue division in case the Buyer of Regreen Point is NOT the Manager

20%
Royalties
ReGreen

20%
Transport
Fees

30%
Profit for the
ReGreen Point
Buyer

30%
Profit for the
R eGreen Point
Manager
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Case study: SINGAPORE
ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION OF THE REGREEN SYSTEM IN THE SINGAPORIAN MARKET:
Regreen Point Management:
The management is under responsibility of the Owner of
the ReGreen Point.

Patent: it includes the entire ReGreen System and
not the single parts.

Shop Circuit: every shop
need a license to use the
credit management software
and an hardware to run the
software functionality and
the connected services. ReGreen will present the advantage of the circuit to the
shops, giving everyone the
possibility to subscribe.

CASE 1: The citizens receive the

real value of the plastic sales.

The value of the plastic varies between S$385 and S$615 per ton.
Every ton contain about 35.000
bottles. Considering the minimum
price of S$385/ton, the revenue of
the ReGreen Point management
company is of 60%xS$385/ton =
S$230/ton. The value of a single
bottle is S$230/35.000 = S$ 0,0066.
A 4 person family in Italy produces
100 pieces of recycling products
monthly for a credit of 0,0066 x
12months x 100pieces/monthly =
S$8/year. Too little to be profitable
to the citizen.
Database Ownership:
the database, data processing and the software
function are property of ReGreen. The user have to
register through the system indicated by ReGreen.

The ReGreen System has been studied to solve
the problem of the selection, the collection, the
transport and the sale of the recycling products
(plastic and aluminum) at specific companies
therefore we cannot install a Point that does not
respond to this standard.
Furthermore both the buyer of the ReGreen
Point, that our company, have the interest for the
System to work respecting the format to obtain
the maximum profit.

CASE 2: The citizens receive a discount credit in the

shop circuit.

Giving S$0,38 for every delivered piece (bottle or can), allows to a 4 people family to collect S$38/monthly (100 pieces/
monthly x S$0,38 = S$38/monthly) on their smartphone App
or Card.
From national statistical data, every family spend in the food
industry about S$770/monthly.
With the 5% discount on the expense, we have S$770
(monthly expense) x 5% discount = S$731, for a saving of
S$38/monthly and S$456/yearly.
For the affiliated grocers/supermarket, every city of 25000
inhabitants contains about 6.250 families (4 person on average) that spend S$770 in the food industry. The yearly
expense is S$770 (average family expense) x 12 (month) x
6.250 (families) = S$57.750.000.
The grocers/supermarket that become a member of the System ReGreen by recognizing a 5% discount to the citizens can
receive a part of this revenue and gain some loyal clients.

support@companyname.com

+39 800 698 997 - ITALY
+65 9640 4464 - SINGAPORE

Company Headquarters
Via Bari 87C 70014
Conversano (BA ) Italy

